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The RBC7 electrical batteries are a special type of battery power that is specifically meant to be
used with the APC UPS units. Every now and then, we find users throwing away their UPS systems
frequently primarily due to the failure of their dead batteries. This in fact is the commonest of
problems which is natural as well as they have a specific life time following which it starts
exhausting and eventually ends up giving up its power storing features.

However, with newer designs coming up on a regular basis, users are nowadays recommended not
to throw away the entire unit itself as most of the modern batteries in the likes of rbc7, csb, cp1290
and others comes with rechargeable power cartridge that can be recharged and used over again
and again. This is one of the biggest advantages of rbc7..

Being capable of holding a fair quantity of alkaline high power, the rbc7 battery helps the UPS
systems to function smoothly and deliver the required amount of energy during power failures or
collisions.

It is really simple to set them up and after setting, the much needed installation can be completed in
as less as a few minutes only. To begin with, remove the steel plate on its back by unscrewing the
couple of anchoring screws that keeps the plate affixed to the body. Next, detach the power cables
followed by replacing the faulty battery with a new or a freshly recharged one. After you are done,
reconnect the power cables, reinstall the steel plate and fix it with the same pair of screws that you
have unscrewed earlier. Lastly, fix the plastic that serves as front panel of the UPS system to finish
the process.
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For more information on a rbc7, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a rbc7 battery!
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